
                                            Read all about it! 
 
In his book on the 14th Legion (see above: “Nero’s Killing Machine”), Stephen Dando-
Collins makes several references to what he calls Rome’s Daily News, by which he means 
the Acta Diurna (Daily Events). This was indeed a kind of newspaper which was 
distributed in locations around Rome, whilst copies on papyrus were sent to the farther 
corners of the Empire. (It was probably the world’s first newspaper, so this is something 
else we can add to the long list of what the Romans did for us.) 
 
Julius Caesar is credited with establishing the Acta under the motto “Publicise and 
Propagate” and they remained an important feature of Roman daily life until at least 
222AD when the seat of government moved from Rome to Constantinople. They 
contained a wide variety of news items, from the cost of grain, the latest discussions in the 
Senate, news of weddings, births and deaths, as well as spicy items about the love lives of 
the rich and famous, upcoming gladiatorial contests, astrological readings and the latest 
political news. There were also what we would now call “human interest” stories. Pliny, for 
example, quotes from a story he read in the Acta that tells of a dog who faithfully followed 
his dead master’s body into the river at a funeral. In short, the newspaper reader of today 
would feel quite at home with Rome’s Daily News.  The Acta even had regular reporters 
called “actuarii” whose task was to gather a wide range of information of every kind. As 
the news was updated earlier documents were archived and it is thought that both Tacitus 
and Suetonius dipped into this archive when writing their histories. Unfortunately none of 
this archived material survives today. 
 
Clearly the government in Rome felt it important that distant parts of the Empire, or at least 
the civil servants and administrators there, should be up to speed on what was happening 
at the centre. This might explain how our Titus Aurelius Aurelianus, living in remotest 
Greetland at the beginning of the 3rd century, was able to inscribe with confidence on his 
altar the names of the two consuls in Rome in 208AD. Perhaps he received regular copies 
of the Acta direct from Rome. It is an interesting question as to just how fast the news 
could be spread in this way round the Empire. The road and Roman postal systems would 
obviously play an important role in the rapid and efficient dissemination of information. My 
guess is that there was probably nothing to match it for speed until the arrival of the 
telegraph in the 19th century. 
 
For those exercising power in the pre-electronic era this delay or time-lag between an 
event happening and the proper reaction to that event must have been an extremely 
frustrating and worrying affair. Time all too often meant trouble. Compared with the 
instantaneous reception of, and reaction to, news today it seems to our eyes as though 
history before the telegraph and radio was in a kind of slow motion mode. A classic 
example is the Boudiccan revolt. There was an inevitable delay before the news reached 
the Roman legions in Wales and they were able to respond. During this time-lag Boudicca 
caused considerable mayhem in Colchester and London. After Nelson’s death at Trafalgar 
on October 21st, 1805 it took almost a fortnight for the news to reach London. 
 
On a more parochial level the New Mill diarist and apothecary, Arthur Jessop, would 
regularly meet with a few friends at Stoney Bank to read and discuss the news in the 
London newspapers, which would have taken at least a week and probably longer to 
reach the village, so that they were always playing a frustrating game of catch-up with the 
news, all of which was long out of date by the time they were reading it. 
 



Somerset Maugham has a lovely short story on this same theme. It concerns a British 
colonial administrator at the end of the 19th century, stationed in some remote corner of 
the Empire. Every six months he would receive a large parcel from England containing half 
a year’s copies of The Times. Instead of eagerly tearing open the parcel and taking out the 
latest copy of the paper to learn of the most recent events back home, he would instruct 
his servant to place a copy of the paper on his breakfast table each morning, starting with 
the earliest and then work his way daily through to the most recent. He was experiencing 
English life and news via a six month time-lag. He was controlling time to suit his 
circumstances. Flexi-time, we might call it. 
 
And if we think that we now have time under control, we delude ourselves, especially as 
we advance into a possible era of space travel, where time will become a major adversary. 
A radio signal from Mars, just round the corner in space terms, takes about a quarter of an 
hour to reach earth. If ever we manage to find and colonise another earth-like planet 
around some distant star, - then time will be the stumbling block which not even the new 
Apple watch will solve. Let us suppose we find such a New Earth circling our nearest sun 
neighbour in the galaxy, Proxima Centauri, some 4½ light years away. On arrival at New 
Earth our space travellers might send back this message: “Arrived safely, but supply of 
Horlicks exhausted. Please send new jar.” This message would take 4½ years to reach 
Old Earth. A reply along the lines of “Sorry, no Horlicks, will send Ovaltine instead.” would 
take another 4½ years to reach New Earth. Houston, we have a problem! 
 
I would like to think that Einstein had his tongue firmly in cheek when he said: “The only 
reason for time is so that everything doesn’t happen at once.” It’s not much help, either. I 
prefer T.S. Eliot’s more poetic, if rather hazier, take on the nature of time: 
 
                          “Time present and time past 
                            Are both perhaps present in time future,  
                            And time future contained in time past. 
                            Footfalls echo in the memory 
                            Down the passage which we did not take 
                            Towards the door we never opened 
                            Into the rose garden.” 
 
 
                                                        (From “Burnt Norton”, No. 1 of the Four Quartets.) 
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